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ABSTRACT 

With its nwnerous historical and literary connotations acquired 

through the ages and its varied physical attributes, the serpent maintains 

a significant position in the symbolical realm, having obviously played 

a prominent part in mankind's affairs since the beginning of civiliza

tion. Its specific uses in the literature of many cultures from the time 

of the Ancients to the present day have been both pervasive and prolific. 

Especially do these characteristics of serpent symbolism apply to the 

literary tradition of the English Romantic poets, a most productive group 

of artists who ma.de extensive use of many kinds of symbols to illustrate 

the supreme power of the creative imagination and to express their intense 

dissatisfaction with the preceding century and the social evils of their 

own time. This particular study specifica.l:cy emphasizes and testifies 

to the abundance and variety of serpent imagery and symbolism in the 

poetry of Blake, Wordsworth, Coleridge, Byron, Keats, and Shelley. 

Because of its physical characteristics, plus innumerable and 

meaningful religious, II\Y'thological, and past literary endowments, the 

serpent became a versatile implement for the Romantics I expression of 

primary aims and ideas. These poets endeavored to achieve a unification 

of sensibilities by advocating the importance both of sense perception 

and the spiritual aspect reached through the imagination. Although the 

Romantic poets were generally interested in the serpent's imaginative 

significance, they were particularly interested in its sensuous and evil 

qualities since they were rebels against supremacy of either the body or 

spirit over the other. Therefore, they opposed sensuality alone, 



analytic reason, empiricism, dogmatism and arry restraint of man I s body 

or soul t hat restri cted his progress toward ult imate achi evement. 

Blake created his own system of the "four-fold Vision," and .frcrn 

Songs of Innocence and Experience through his Prophetic Works, the poet 

emphasizes the snake I s grasping and sensuous nature--the corrupt and 

groveling condition in h'Wnanity. His favorite portrayal of the viper is 

one that symbolizes his profoum hatred and condemnation of "father, 

priest, and king." On the other hand, Wordsworth, advocating nature's 

spiritual and restorative power, symbolizes the idea that all creatures, 

even the lowly crawling reptile, is a sacred and necessary creation in 

God's whole scheme of things. Coleridge employs the serpent in a broader 

range of meanings than either Blake or Wordsworth by using it to illus

trate sensual, creative, and spiritual elemants. Even though he usually 

portrays the serpent in an evil manner, it is noteworthy that in ~ 

Rime of the Ancient Mariner he reverses this representation by describing 

the "water snakes" as symbols of beauty and spiritual power. Byron, like 

Blake and Shelley, was a devoted advocate of freedom over any form of 

tyranny, and the reptile is an especially useful symbol for representing 

those chief aspects of priest, king, and tyrant who maliciously endeavor 

to suppress mankind. Lamia is one of the most beautiful. portrayals 

contrasting the power of the poetic imagination with that of philosophical 

thought and a lucid illustration of the descrepancy between appearance 

and reality, and Keats also employs the reptile because of its vigorous 

sensuous qualities. 

Throughout this volume of Romantic poetry, the serpent has 

pervaded the creations of indi vidu.al poets in vari ous ways. It has 

portrayed many human frailties and attributes; it has symbolized 



innumerable ideas and human actions , either for good or evil . The 

reptile has crawled from the lowest aspect to an upright position of 

esteem. Nevertheless , it still appears that no single poet surveys the 

serpent 's complete and varied progress from its meanest to highest form, 

with the notable exception of Shelley. From this more detailed investi

gation of Shelley's serpent imagery, it is evident that the serpent, far 

from being a minor poetic emblem, is one of the poet I s more meaningful 

symbols. It exemplifies all his central themes, his conceptions for the 

imaginative creation of poetry, and, most important, his optimistic aims 

and hopeful desires for mankind. 
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CHAPTER I 

THE SERPENI' IN MYTH AND FOLKLORE 

The serpent has played a prominent role in the secular and 

divine affairs of men since its original appearance in the Garden of 

Eden; and it has represented such diverse ideas as benevolence, evil, 

wisdom, power, reason, and sensuousness. Illustrating these attributes 

of good and evil, the serpent and related images have pervaded the 

literature of various cultures and attained noteworthy significance am 

a wide range of diversity in Shelley's poetry. 

Quite naturally, the snake has been symbolic of lmowledge am. 

sex because of its relationship with the first temptation and its general 

physical characteristics. Considered a knowr of secrets and the un

known, it is a figure of wisdom; and related to the sex act, often assumed 

to be the original sin for which mankind is still seeking atonement, the 

serpent of Eden is one of the major sexual emblems. Although sexual 

connotation of the reptile is based primarily upon its phallic qualities, 

the symbol is not always masculine; sone scholars, along with Freud, have 

considered Medusa's head and like representations symbolic of the female 

principle. 

In addition to psychiatric concern with serpent symbolism, the 

medical profession in general from the time of the ancient Greeks until 

our present day has used the snake as an emblem of healing power. This 

interest is associated with 11the sign of Aesculapius, a god of healing, 

whose image, holding a curative serpent, was set among the stars by 

1 
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r.eus. ,.1 The snake and staff of Aesculapius were a combimd symbol of 

sex am healing; however, modern medicim has chosen perhaps to increase 

its chances for curative success by replacing Aesculapius' single snake 

wit h the serpent-entwined caduceus of Hermes. This staff was a symbol 

of the god's authority am was originally adorned with ceremonial white 

streamers, which later were imagined to be snakes because Hermes was 

messenger to Hades. 2 Also, these ribbons, mistaken for serpents, 

symbolized the sex act and were different from Aesculapius I snakes, 

which according to ~hology took a more active part in granting their 

curative power by crawling among petitioners sleeping at his shrines.3 

The healing profession's regard for the serpent also bas to do with 

Apollo, father of Aesculapius and divine patron of medicine, who killed 

the fierce dragon serpent, Python. The Greeks were especially fond of 

contests and greatly admired superior athletic ability and bravery; 

therefore, after Apollo had slain the serpent, they established the 

Pythian games at Delphi in honor of the god I s victory. Since Apollo 

became the revered patron of these regularly held contests, his legendary 

association with the snake also continued. 

Through the ages the serpent has figured prom.inently in religion 

and magic in numerous cultures. He is a sign of great power, represented 

by the Egyptian sacred asp and as an underworld god of the Greeks, in 

whose JDirthology he originaJ.ly comes from the lower regions. In these 

earliest civilizations his religious role was an important one, and during 

1Robert Graves, The Greek }tyths (Baltimore, 1955), P• 175. 

2~., P• 66. 

3Nawton Bigelow, M.D., 11 Introduction, 11 Serpent Imagery and 
Symbolism (New Haven, Conn., 1966), P• 3. 
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Hebrew times the serpent orten became the Lord's instrument of 1.Mtruc-

tion. Familiar to most people are Biblical serpents, which also suggest 

an underlying sexual reference. Described in the Book of Exodus, the 

Lord's power caused Aaron's rod to change into a serpent; and when the 

wise men and sorcerers threw down their rods, "they became serpents, but 

Aaron's rod swallowed up their rods. n4 Also, when "the Lord sent fiery 

serpents among the people" 0£ Israel because of their excessive compla:in

ing, the snakes "bit the people, and DillCh people of Israel died. u Then 

the Lord instructed lt>ses to make 11a fiery serpent, and set it upon a 

pole, and it came to pass, that if a serpent had bitten any man, when he 

beheld the serpent of brass, he lived. 115 Israel ma.y not have worshipped 

God in the semblance of a "golden calf, " but adoration of the serpent 

was apparent; and some authorities believe that the ark of the covenant, 

rather than being empty, contained a brazen serpent.6 

During modern times, the snake has been a prominent aspect in 

religion and ma.gic throughout the world. One can easily imagine that · 

the serpents which legend says that St. Patrick charmed from Ireland 

were sacred ones; and as recently as our own century, the reptile has 

been an integral part of Voodoo and other similar cults, whose avid and 

faithful followers live as far from us as Pakistan and India, and as near 

as the bayous of Louisiana and the eastern hills of Tennessee. Through 

the early years of this century, Marie Laveau, New Orleans qo.een of 

Voodoo, in whose ceremony the snake assumed a major role, reigned supreme 

4Exodus 7:8-12. 

5Numbers 21:6-9. 

6A Powell Davies, The Ten CODllllamments (New York, 1965). 
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a110ng the Cajuns and exerted notable influence on residents of the Vieux 

Carre as well. In scme JllOU.Iltain areas of Tennessee, advocates of certain 

religious sects have exhibited their faith in the Lord's protective 

power by passing poisonous reptiles among church congregations. Some 

adherents have died, and other have not; and according to their canon, 

the termination of man's earthly life is determined by his depth of inner 

faith in God's protection. 

Although the sexual symbolism of the snake is i:aportant in myth 

and folklore, this study will emphasize other aspects of serpent sylllbol

ism. Originating with sexual union, which also means the reproduction 

of life, the serpent has beccme representative of something much broader-

an all-emcompassing emblem of life itself, of perpetual and eternal life. 

With the shedding of its old skin for a new one, it stands for renewal 

of life or rejuvenation; and pictured with its tail in its mouth, the 

snake is an omnipotent deity, as h:t forms an unbroken circle, and as 

such is a sign of eternity. Throughout the whole of man's life cycle 

exist all the ma.ey attributes of good and evil, symbolized in literature 

and life itself by the serpent; and it is noteworthy to observe that 

even though many of us normally cringe and shrink from the actual sight 

of a crawling viper as something unpleasant and fearsome, it nevertheless 

has been a symbol associated with good as well as evil. 



CHAPTFll II 

smPENT SYMBOLISM IN THE ROMANl'IC TRADITION 

Serpent imagery has appeared abundantzy in literature since the 

writings of the Ancients, and a few well-lmown reminders are the 

reptile's frequent roles in the Iliad, the Aeneid's snake-eagle ccrnbat, 

"The Wart, " disguised as a grass snake in the legend of King Arthur, the 

serpent appearing in The Faerie Queene, and the beguiling and infamous 

serpent of Paradise Lost. However, it is especially well illustrated, 

as are other images, in Romantic poetry simpzy because basic Romantic 

ideas concerning life and literature lend themselves quite naturally to 

extensive employment of imagery and symbolism. The Romantics were dis

satisfied with the tradition of the past century, which they thought 

represented a.~alytical reasoning and dogmatic rules and consequentzy was 

incapable of comprehending spiritual truths. While aclmowledging the 

power of the intellect, the Romantic poets declared that there was much 

more related to the apprehending of truth, and in "The Tables 'l'urrnd" 

Wordsworth expresses the feeling of his period when he berates the 

"meddling intellect 11 : 

SWeet is the lore which Nature brings; 
Our meddling intellect 
Misshapes the beauteous forms of things,-
We murder to dissect.l 

In other words, reason could accomplish merely half the job of attaining 

complete unity in thought and consequently the life of mankind. Reason 

l wil.liam Wordsworth, The Poetical Works.of Wordsworth (?rlo~,. 
1954), p . 57, 11. 25-28. All subsequent quotations are from this edition. 

5 
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was a useful factor in directing man through the concrete, actual world, 

but only through his intuitive imagination could man visualize and feel 

the mu.ch-desired spiritual, ideal world. Through the use of symbol, as 

opposed to arbitrary reason, man could free his imagination and see 

beyond the material world to that of the invisible and spiritual.. 

Yet, in fairness to the late seventeenth am eighteenth centuries, 

perhaps it is well to point out that although some poets, primarily those 

on the Continent, advocated a strictly conservative view toward rules, 

fonn, and general philosophical thought of the time; others such as Pope, 

representing the Ancients in this battle with the Moderns, declares in 

An ~ ~ Criticism that some precepts are inadequate, that the great

est beauties spring from a "grace beyond the reach of art. 11 On the otbar 

hand, although sane writers in the neoclassical tradition did acknowledge 

the value of imagination and feeling, they feared any suggestion of wild 

fancy or extravagant imagination in need of the curb of judgment or good 

sense. The Augustans used the tenn imagination in a more restricted 

manner than the Romantics. Indeed, tm literary aim of each tradition 

was different: the neoclassicists were often content to analyze and 

dissect the ideas and experiences of their well-ordered universe, while 

the Romantic poets freely soared beyond the commonplace in their desire 

to achieve the best there was for man. 

Chiefly through reason and experience, poets of the preceding 

century perceived irreconcilable elements, as evidenced by such anti

theses that constantly appear in their writings: invention and judgment, 

nature and art, the pleasing and the instructive, and many more. Often

times, the attempt to hannonize these opposing attitudes resulted in 

contradiction and vagueness, and Dryden and Pope preferred to represent 

these diverse ideas rather than to clarify or simplify the matters. 
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The Romantics advocated that through the intuitive imaginati on 

all things--body and spirit, commonplace and sublime, natural and super

natu.ral--could be reconciled. In order t o brrng this reconciliation 

about, Blake created his own system of mythology; and Coler idge believed 

that imagination i s the power which unites both the physi cal and 

spir i t ual aspects of man: "• •• Good sense is the Body of poetic 

genius, Fancy its Drapery, Motion its Life, and Imagination the Soul 

t hat is everywhere, and in each; and fonns all into one graceful and 

intelligent whole. 112 In "Ode: Intimations of Inunortality, 11 Wordsworth 

fully develops his theme that "the child is father to the man II and 

asserts that the innocent child's intuition is of greater value than the 

reasoning power of the adult. The farther man travels from his first 

heavenly home, the less distinct his perception becomes; and unless man 

uses his intuitive imagination to see beyond the barrier, he becomes 

confused and loses his direction. Even though reason guides him so far, 

only his imagination can finally lead him to his ultimate goal. 

In his Preface to The Cenci, Shelley also expresses his lofty 

praise of man's imaginative power: 

In a dramatic composition the jJnagery and the passion 
should interpenetrate one another, the former being reserved 
simply for the full development and illustration of the latter. 
JJnaginati on is as the immortal God which should assume nesh 
for the redemption of mortal passion. It is thus that the 
most remote and the most familiar imagery may alike be fit for 
dramatic purposes when employed in the illustration of strong 
feeling, which raises what is low, and levels to the apprehen
sion that which is lofty, casting over all the shadow of its 
own greatness.3 

2s amuel Taylor Coleridge, Biographia Literaria (New York, 1906), 

3Percy Bysshe Shelley, The Complete Poetical ~orks. (London, 
1912) , p . 27 4. All subsequent quotations are from this edition . 



Unlike Shelley, looking forward to another world, Keats .firmly 

believed in t he reality of this world; however, he .f'ully advocated t he 

necessity of man' s using his imaginative power. In correspondence to 

8 

a friend, the poet discusses his ideas about the creation of poetry and 

refers to "Fancy as the sails and Imagination the Rudder, 114 and in "Ode 

on a Grecian Urn," Keats praises the imagination by saying, "Heard 

nelodies are sweet, but those unheard/ Are sweeter • • • 11 Those things 

that one feels and sees are delightful, but the imagination captures 

their significant radiance. 

Symbol, with its qualities of dream and shadow, suggests ideas 

and meaning rather than stating them explicitly, and this obviously 

accounts for various critical. interpretations of the same image by 

different poets and other readers. Permitting one to draw on his own 

intuitive power further indicates the supreme value that the Romantic 

poets placed on individuality by their condemnation of any method pre

venting man from achieving his fullest physical and spiritual potential-

restriction by established forms and ideas, civil law, and the church 

doctrine which prevented man from creating his own relationship with the 

Di vine Power or Oneness in the uni verse. Religious concern of earlier 

periods seems to be attached to an orthodox form, but in the Romantic 

tradition the established church had no place since all poets appeared 

to be involved in discovering their own religions• 

Although every man possesses the imaginative power, some neglect 

to use and develop this gift. George Wingfield Digby, in Symbol and 

4John Keats, The Letters of John Keats (London, 19.52), P• 52. 
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~ in William Rlake, states that ". • • man can never know the trut h 

about himself, nor find in his relationships with the world that truth 

or reality which transcends them, unless he develops his power of 

intuition. The intuitive imagination, which works through symbols, is 

the very essence of art. nS 

It is interesting to note that oftentimes the Romantics 

symbolized by the serpent what they felt was a real evil in the literary

tradition, the cold reason of the preceding century; and just as the 

serpent had encouraged Eve I s independence in seeking knowledge, the 

Romantics endeavored to fight against whatever restricted the individual

ity of mankind. It is also interesting to recall that Byron called 

Shelley the 11snake, 11 and Shelley at one time referred to himself as 11the 

serpent who had been shut out of paradise. 11 Shelley makes this state

ment in the first line of his poem entitled 11To Edward Williams," in 

which the poet refers to his .t'riendship with Jare and Edward Williams. 

Shelley had suffered mental anxieties .t'rom his marital relationships, 

and at the time he wrote this poem, he and Mary, despoment over the loss 

of a child, found their association most trying and disagreeable. 

Therefore, Shelley sought companionship with friends, and Jane, who 

eventually became his new "idealized love, 11 offered the sympathy and 

understanding that the poet could or would not seek in his own hone-life. 

However, Mary soon curtailed her husband's .t'requent and happy visits 

with his friend, and Shelley thought of himself as "the serpent who had 

been shut out of paradise. " 

The following brief survey of the Romantic movement reveals that 

tl:V3 Romantic poets were interested in the serpent's imaginative and 

S ~ol and Image in William Blake George Wingfield Digby,J~~~~~...:.-~l;t;:....=::,_;.;.;=----
(Oxford, 1957), PP• 6-7. 
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symbolic significance, and especially in its sensuous appeal am eviJ. 

nature. This snmm!I~ will · d · - ·- ·-.1 ln icate representative uses of the serpent 

and is not intended as an exhaustive study of each poet , s use of the 

symbol . 

Blake employs nuroorous symbol s in his poetry, and. he had st ated 

as his motto, 11 I must Creat e a System or be enslav'd by another man 's. / 

I will not Reason & Compare: my business is to Create. 116 In opposition 

to neoclassical thought that man, basically evil, must always be on 

guard and that moderation in all things is essential, Blake advocates 

freedom from restraint, and in the Marriage of Heaven and Hell insists 

t hat "One Law for Lion and Ox is Oppression. 11 Blake does not see man as 

fallen because he went against God but as divided against himself; there

fore, reunification of self can set him right again. Tm physical 

element, especially the sense of touch, is necessary in attaining the 

spiritual, and man must progress from innocence down through experience 

and reach for the four-fold vision through the "Imagination, the Divine 

Vision . 11 Basic to the poet I s mythology is the idea that without contraries 

there can be no progression, and the passive must exist as well as the 

active. Both the Devourer and Prolific, reason and energy, are necessary 

t o the Whole, and Blake, never intending for these entities to merge, 

advocates that each III\l.St retain its own identity. 

such an extensive amount of serpent imagery appears in Blake's 

poet ry that, time pennitting, one could easily devote a lengthy discus

s i on to this subject alone. Oftentimes he emphasizes the snake's visual 

appeal, cl ot hing him in brill iant jewels rather than his own nat ural 

Cl!,./illiam Blake, 11 Jerusalem, 11 The Portable Blake (New York, 

1946) , Po 460 . 
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skin, and representing h im as fiery and violent in movement . 11To 

Nobodaddy" includes a sensuous , greedy serpent . Considering the reptile 

as evil, Blake portrays man as a serpent lusting for power and ot her 

mat erialistic possessions . Vi ewing nature as barren without man's 

presence, the poet finds no spiritual value in nature and sees her as 

having the deceptive qualities of a serpent. 

Throughout his work, this visionary, who deplores any kind of 

unfair rest raint and authority, uses the serpent primarily- to symbolize 

t hese evils and all aspects of rationalism and materialism and to illus

trat e the conflict between the spiritual and physical, imagination and 

reason. In Jerusalem, too serpent, among other things, represents the 

inability of reason alone to perceive spiritual truth. When man depends 

totally on reason as a guide, then he makes no spiritual progression and 

i s held within the grasp of a beguiling reptile. In the following lines, 

the poet condemns the various philosophical and scientific ideas of the 

past that retain Albion, Blake's Eternal Man, in a lower state of 

existence: 

o Divine Spirit! sustain me on thy wings, 
That I may awake Albion from his long and cold repo~e! 
For Bacon and Newton, sheath'd in dismal steel, their 

terrors hang . . 
Like iron scourages over Albion. Reasonings like 

vast Serpents . . 7 
Inf ol d around my limbs, bruising nry minute articulations. 

· · ourages 11 and in The Book of Here, the serpent is associated with "iron sc - -- -

. . b th symbols of selfish and greedy restriction Los, with an 111.ron chain," o 

of mankind. 

d Prose {London, 1927), I, 15, 
7wmiam Blake , Complete Poe~ry anare from this edition. 

9-13 , p . 449 . All subsequent quotations 
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Recognizing t he necessity of these 

nses as a meana to a greater 
whole , the Romantics nat urally opposed the . 

eighteenth-century empiricists 

who valued sense experience as an end in 1.·tself, 
and lines from Jerusalem 

picture man in a serpent condition, crawling on the groW1d in a mere 

attempt to gratify his senses rather than seeking something beyond this 

mundane world through his intuitive imaginative power: 

Ah! shut in narrow doleful form 
Creeping in reptile flesh, upon the bosom of the ground• 
The Eye of Man, a little narrow orb clos 1d up & dark · 
Scarcely beholding the Great Light, conversing with ' 

the ground; 
The Ear, a little shell, in small volutions shutting 

out 
True Hann~nies, & comprehending great as very small; 
The Nostrils, bent down to the earth & clos, d with 

senseless flesh, 
That odours carmot them expand, nor joy on them exult; 
The Tongue, a little moisture fills, a little food 

it cloys, 
A little sound it utters, & cries are faintly heard. 

(II, 49-58) 

Final.ly, one of the most prominent themes which pervades Blake's 

poetry from Songs of Innocence and Experience through his Prophetic 

~ is hatred of king and priest, or of arry tyrant who prevents the 

individual from reaching his ultimate potential. Lines from The French 

Revolution describe a king greedily clinging to his power and surrounded 

by hissing snakes: 

The cold newt, 
And snake, and damp toad on the kingly foot 

crawl, or croak on the awful knee, 
Shedding their slime, in folds of ~he robe 

the crown'd adder builds and hisses 
From stony brows. 

(I, 11-14) 

· 1 ces are "serpent temples" Blake refers often to priests whose dwelling Pa 

· al God and of falseness. Since the poet was opposed to a tyrannic 
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tyrannical pri sts representing this kind of power, in The Four Zoas 

--- --
he pict ures one of these pretender s as a serpent; and in "I Saw A 

Chapel All of Gold, 11 Blake describes the priest as a serpent attired in 

his finery of pearls am rubies, symbolizing the falsemss of the priest 

who attempts t o impose hi s will on mankind. 

The spiritual force that embodies nature and offers sustenance 

t o both body arxi soul varies in degree of importance to the Romantics. 

A common belief of the period is that dominance of the physical reduces 

man to a malevolent serpent, am spiritual. supremacy causes man to become 

a non-feeling entity out of place in his worldly existence. Since one 

of their primary aims is the attaimnent of a unification of sensibilities, 

some poets more than others felt that the powers in nature could effect 

this purpose • 

Their reverence for Mother Nature stems from the idea that God 

pervades all the earth and that even the lowly, crawling serpent shares 

in the nat ural scheme of things and is thus a necessary and sacred part 

of the Creation. Believing God to be present in everything from the 

lowest to the highest life fonns, some poets felt a close spiritual. 

relationship with all animal and plant life. The concept of primitive 

man living apart from materialistic, corrupt society in a secluded area 

where he is physically and spiritu.ally tutored by nature pervades 

Wordsworth's poetry, and not until later years does he become dis

illusi oned with this lofty theory. Even though Wordsworth does not use 

an extensi ve number of serpent images in his poetry, he does use the 

reptile in descri bing his love for all of nature; lines from ~ 

t d 1 ve for all God's creatures: Excursion aclmowledge this respec an ° 
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And the mute fish that glBirds and beasts, 
And harml.e ances in the stre 

ss reptile coiling in the am, 
And gorgeous insect hovering in the ~, 
The fowl domestic and the h h air, 

In his ~apacious ~, he lo=et~;! ~:
Their r~hts acknowledging he felt f a11· or • 

(II, 41-47) 

Wordsworth idealistically dreamed of a world where all things would live 

together in a common state of admiration 1 __ A , ove <i.uu. sympathy for one 

another, and in the following sonnet ''When Phil t t , oc e es in the Lemnian 

Isle, 11 the poet shows Philoctetes receiving solace fran the reptiles: 

When Philoctetes in the Lemnian isle 
Like a form sculptered on a monument 
Lay couched; on him or his dread bow unbent 
Some wild Bird oft might settle and beguile 
The rigid features of a transient smilt 
Disperse the tear, or to the sigh give ~nt 
Slackening the pains of ruthless banishment' 
From his loved home, and from heroic toil. 
And trust that spiritual Creatures round us move 
Grief allay which Reason cannot heal• ' 
Y • ' ea, veriest reptiles have sufficed to prove 
To fettered wretchedness, that no Bastile 
Is deep enough to exclude the light of love, 
Though man for brother man bas ceased to feel. 

(Vol. 3, No. XII) 

Coleridge, who was exceedingly interested in the bizarre and 

supernatural, uses the serpent as part of a fantastic and magical 

creation in which he emphasizes the snake's hypnotic and evil eye. 

Christabel, telling of a woman I s manifesting the qualities of a serpent 

for the purpose of hypnotizing the heroine, is an excellent example of 

the poet's superb imaginative power. In this narrative symbolizing the 

eternal struggle between good and evil, the supposedly helpless and demure 

Lady Geraldine soon casts a spell over the 1nn0cent and genuinely helpless 

Christabel. Although it is obvious that Geraldine is completely evil, 

the intensely mysterious atmosphere pervading the poem leads one to feel 
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that the true reason for such evil lies far deeper than can be imagined . 

The gems in her hair remind one of Blake, s richly attired serpent, and 

t he moveioonts of her eyes, a hissing sound, and her ability to cast a 

spell over Christabel also reveal the malevolent serpent qualities of 

the beguiler . 

After dreaming that a dove in the forest needs help, Bard Bracy 

goes to the bird's aid and finds 

••• a bright green snake 
Coiled around its wings and neck. 
Green as the herbs on which it couched, 
Close by the dove 1 s its head it crouched; 
And with the dove it heaves and stirs, 
Swelling its neck as she swelled hers! 8 

The dream emphasizes Geraldine I s evil power, and Sir Leoline vows to kill 

the reptile, having associated Geraldine with the dove and her enemy 

with the serpent. Then, in Bard Bracy1s dream Geraldine becomes the 

serpent: 

A snake I s small eye blinks dull and shy; 
And the lady's eyes they shrunk in her head, 
Each shrunk up to a serpent I s eye, 
And with somewhat of ma.lice, and more of dread, 
At Christabel she looked askance!--
One moment--and the sight was fled! 
But Christabel in dizzy trance 
StUlllbling on the unsteady ground 
Shuddered aloud, with a hissing sound; 
And Geraldine aga:in turned round, 
And like a thing, that sought relief, 
Full of wonder and full of grief, .. 
She rolled her large bright eyes diVJ.ne 
Wildly on Sir Leoline• 

(583-596) 

Under the evil influence of Geraldine's spell, the once-lovely 

Christabel acquires the serpent features of her foe: 

P ms of Samuel Talor Colerid e 
85amue1 Taylor Coleridge, The .:l1 subsequent quotations are .from 

(London, 1912), p. 232, ll. 549-55 • 
this edition. 



The ma.id, alas! her th 
She nothing sees--no ~ughts are gone, 
The ma.id, devoid of ~t but ~ne! 
I know not how, in fearf an~ SJ.n, 
So deeply had she ri-·- '- ul 'Wl.se , 
Tha '-LJ. u.i14en in 

t look, those shrunk 
That all he r feature en se~nt eyes, 
To this sole -1 ..... ~ • s web re resigned 

. .....,""'6"' in er lll:i.nd. 
And passively did imitate • 
That l ook of dull and treacherous hate ! 

(597-606 ) 
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For the time being anyway, eVil has gained COl'nT\lete 
··"¥ control , and one must 

re sort to his imagination to determine the final 
outcome. 

Al though Coleridge usually presents th 
e serpent as evil, the 

reverse i s true in The ~ ~ ~ Ancient Mariner when he describes the 

beauty and spiritual power of the water-snakes, which in turn cause the 

Mariner t o bless them. 

Beyond the shadow of the ship, 
I watched the water-snakes: 
They moved in tracks of shining white; 
And when they reared, the elfish light 
Fell off in hoary flakes. 

Within the shadow of the ship 
I watched their rich attire: 
Blue, glossy, green, and velvet black, 
They coiled and swam; and every track 
Was a flash of golden fire. 

{IV, 272-281) 

To fulfill his penance, the Mariner must forever relate his tale to 

others; however, by imagining the water-creatures as lovely rather than 

ugly and by his love of even the lowest fonn of life, he frees his soul 

and symbolizes the beauty and truth of the intuitive world. 

Finally, another interesting representation of the reptile is the 

literary critic, s definition of a "good" poem--one which has the force to 

move the reader f rom one i dea to another in a pleasing and smooth manner- 

"Like the motion of a serpent , and at every step he pauses and half 
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recedes, and from the retrogressive movement collects the force which 

again carries him onward. 119 

Byron, the rebellious and active poet of social refonn, is of 

all the Romantic poets one whose life and personality are most signifi-

cant to his work . Romantic, satirical., humorous, pessilllistic, he is a 

poet who sheds om mood for another as easily as his serpent discards 

his skin; therefore, Byron employs the reptile in varied ways. For 

instance, 11Last Words on Greece," concerned with the adder's mesmerizing 

eye and representing the poet as a bird helplessly bound by the reptile I s 

influence, illustrates the prof oum sympathy am intense devotion for 

Greece which Byron felt throughout his life, and which led him to his 

untimely death. In The Corsair, Conrad is like a snake who may be despised 

but at the same tima treated with respect; and the Corsair, like the 

poisonous serpent, may perish in his violent struggle but only after he 

has discharged his venom or revenge: 

Man spurns the wonn, but pauses ere he wake 
The sl\llllbering venom of the folded snake: 
The first may turn, but not avenge the blow; 
The last expires, but leaves no living foe: 
Fast to the doom 1d offender's fo:nn it clings, 
And he may crush-not conquer-still it stings!lO 

At times disillusioned and eager for retribution, Byron uses the serpent I s 

retaliatory quality most effectively. On the other hand, in sections of 

Childe Harold, nature offers a peaceful refuge from society, and the 

reptile is part of this consolation. 

9coleridge, Biographia Literaria, op. cit., P• 165. 

101,ord George Gordon Byron, The C~lete Poetical Works of Byron 

5 8 All subsequent quotations are from 
(Boston, 1905), p. 342, 11. 27 - O. 
this edition. 
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Hatred of war and ~ fonn of tyranny is a central theme in much 

of Byron ' s work, and Marino Faliero, Doge of Venice offers a comparison 

bet ween a tyrannical government and the Hydra, the famous nine-headed 

water snake of Greek mythology• According to legend, Hercules struck off 

one of the Hydra's heads, and two new ones grew in its place. The 

middle head was :immortal and resisted all of his efforts to sever it, but 

ultimately he solved the problem by burning the mortal heads as quickly 

as they grew and by burying the immortal one beneath a rock. Marino 

Faliero, a democratic Doge of Venice, says that the powerful aristocracy 

is like a Hydra, which has been allowed to endure and increase its eVils 

of corruption. Faliero agrees to guide his people only on the condition 

that each Venetian will participate in his leadership, 

So that nor they nor I were further slaves 
To this o•ergrown aristocratic Hydra, 
The poisonous heads of whose envenom I d body 
Have breathed a pestilence upon us all. 

(I, ii, 449-451) 

With the exception of Wordsworth, the Romantics often use the 

serpent in regard to its deceptive connotation. In his Turkish tale, 

The Bride of Abydos, Byron relates Zuleika's beauty to the beguiling 

qualities of Eve, and in Heaven and Earth, Anah is a perpetual temptation 

to heaven's angels: 

--beautiful she is, 
The serpent's voice less subtle than her_kiss. 
Th ake but vanquish, d dust, but she will draw 

e sn t break heaven's law• 
A second host from heaven, o . . 8c6_c9) 

(I, iii, / / 

One of the major issues in ~ is Lucifer, s identity or real signifi-

f ; ~st _,., • .,.,;ses that Lucifer is a deceptive cance, and when Cain at ..... 0 ........ .... 

subterfuge were his ultimate purpose, force, the latter says that if 

before. 11 Lucifer denies 11 a serpent/ Had been enough to chann ye, as 
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that he was the serpent in F.den, because 

even though tb:3 reptile was 
wiser than man, he was not immortal: 

No more. • • • The snake was tb:3 snake--
' and yet not less than those he tempted 11: nature being earth also--more in wisdom , 

Since he could overcome them, and foreknew 
The knowledge fataJ. to their narrow joys 
Think' st thou I'd talce the shape of th~s 

that die? 

(I, i, 219-224) 

Adah fears that Lucifer's encouragement of Cain's dissatisfaction with 

their present existence and his desire to know the troth about God , 
creation, and life will cause their destruction. Therefore, by choosing 

to follow her idea that ignorance means survival, if not complete 

happiness, Adah admits that man is oftentimes his own beguiler. 

To various extents and with the notable exception of Blake, the 

Romantic poets derive a sensuous pleasure from nature's many aspects. 

Keats especially reveals this vivid sensuous quality in his poetry. 

Since Keats is concerned primarily with the idealistic, the mythological., 

and the sensual, tffl serpent with its legendary significance, movement, 

and color is an exceedingly suitable symbol for his poetry. In Endymion, 

Glaucus describes Circe I s evil serpent power that imprisons others as 

well as himself. In this same poem Keats al.so uses the snake to 

symbolize rejuvenation, for Glaucus will leave his past life behind and 

look forward to new existence just as the reptile sheds its old skin: 

o Jove! I shall be young again~ be young! 
O shell-borne Neptune, I am pierc d and stung 
With new-born life! What shall I do? 

Where go, ?11 
When I have cast this serpent-skin of woe. 

11 ~":':l te Poetical Works (London, 1956)' P• 44, 
John Keats, ~ e . from this edition. 

11. 237-4o. All subsequent quotations are 
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An exquis ite illustrat ion of the serpent symbolizing :imaginative 

power i s Lamia, which exelllplifies the contrastin vi 
g ews of the imagina-

tive man and one influenced solely by reason. cycius is willingly and 

happily seduced by Lamia, who for him assumes the form of a loving and 

beautiful maiden . To the young poet she represents the energizing and 

creative power of the imagination, but to the philosophical Apollonius 

Lamia is corrupt and can off er nothing but evil. Claude Lee Finney says 

that 11 Keats believed that the chief function of the imagination is to 

understand and to represent the instincts, the passions, and the thoughts 

of human beings. Lamia has this imaginative insight into hl.Dllail nature 

and she has, in particular, intu.iti ve knowledge of love. 1112 Even though 

the lovely enchantress beseeches Apollonius to remain silent, his 

analytical reasoning and dogma.tic assertion of opinion wipes away all 

delusion; she vanishes, and with her the poet's imaginative existence. 

In this instance, Keats exploits the incongruity between appearance and 

reality by using a symbol often considered evil but which actually 

represents virtue and beauty. 

By the t:ime of the Romantic period, the serpent with its varied 

physical characteristics had accwnulated a vast amount of symbolical 

significance, which offered the Romantic poets an exceedingly versatile 

means for expressing their aims and ideas. Paramount in their thoughts 

. t dogma and empiricism, are intense condemnation of eighteenth-can ury 

"al vils general sympathy with the abhorrence of nimteenth-century soci e ' 

spl.. ritual power of nature. Associated with 
COilll!lon man, and belief in the 

2 The Evolution of Keats Poetry (Cambridge, 1 Claude Lee Finney, 
Mass., 1936), p . 699. 
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aJ.l aspects of these various conceptions is the Romantics' ultimate 

purpose of achievement--a unification of sensibilities . Bl ake , 

Wordsworth, Coleridge, Byron, and Keat s all draw on the mythological , 

religious, and literary connotations that have been associated with the 

serpent since the beginning of civilization, ani more than any single 

literary t r adition, the Romantic period makes prol ific use of the 

serpent's diversi fied symbolical ~aning. 



CHAPTER III 

SHELLEY ' S SERPENT IMAGERY AND SYMBOLISM 

Unlike Bl ake' 8 gem-clad reptile, Shelley• s serpent represents 

attr ibutes of good and evil, which include such ant itheses as imagination 

and reason, creat ion and destruction, reality and appearance, freedom 

and persecut ion, and permanence and mutabili ty. Shelley's employment of 

the symbol to represent opposites accounts for his abundant use of 

serpent imagery and symbolism and its extensive range of meaning from 

the lowest sensual aspect to the ultimate concept of eternity. This 

all-encompassing usage is in itself significant of the supreme idea that 

under lies the poet I s entire canon--that man groveling sensually through 

his worldly existence does have the innate capacity to reach for the 

summit of perfection. 

For purposes of discussion, this study is divided into the 

following sections: the serpent as an actual creature of nature, either 

showing his relationship to fellow creatures and i.nanimate objects in 

the universe or using him for descriptive detail; evil, including :iJllages 

representative of lust, falseness, murder, reason, slander, and tyranny; 

good, depicting images illustrative of imagination, universal harmony, 

re juvenat ion, and eternity. 

othe r significant methods of classification are those presented, 

f Such SUbJ·ect matter as religion, mythology, 
or example, according to 

t· as is well illustrated by 
and sex, or according to sense percep ion, 

Glenn O' Malley •s Shelley~ Synesthesia and in part by Richard Fogle's 

22 
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mentioned grouping because seemingly it permit . . 
s a more rnclusive range 

of discussion, which appears mandatory in any s t udy of Shelley 's poetry, 

since there is extensive diversifi cat ion. 

Ther e are numerous inst ances in which Shelley relates the 

serpent, snake, viper, or reptile to other living or inanimate objects 

or uses him to enforce descriptive detail. A few examples are sufficient 

t o illust rate this usage. "The Sensitive Plant" beautifully exemplifies 

t hrough nat ure's cyclic changes Shelley's concept of mutability and the 

permanence of reality. In the changeable world, man and natural pheno

mena reproduce, live, and die, but in the ideal, real world, the poet 

says, 11death itself must be/ Like all the rest, a mockery. 11 The lovely 

garden tended by the loving hand of the Lady thrives in the SU111mer and 

spring of existence; however, in the winter, it decays and weeps at the 

death of its caretaker. What once was life's happy playground becomes a 

burial ground for the dead. In om of many vivid and sensuous descriptions 

of the garden, Shelley compares the color of the weeds' coarse leaves 

to the water-snake: 

Between the time of the wind and the snow 
All loatbli est weeds began to grow, 
Whose coarse leaves were splashed with many a speck, 
Like the water-snake• s belly and the toad's back. 

(50-54) 

In a most effective image of sound and motion appearing in 

fa boat helplessly tossed about on Alastor, Shelley compares the bow o 

life , s turbulent waters to a serpent, s neck within "a vulture, s grasp . n 

The f ollowing line s illustrate the 
struggle between serpent and bird 

h . h ·11 be discussed 
Poet's work and w i c wi that appears several t ime s in the 

in later analysis: 



Along the dark and ru.ffl d 
Th t 1ni e water s fled es ra ng boat . - -A whirl . 
With fie r ce gusts and . ~ d swept i t on, 
Through t he wh i t e ridg~e~~p~~t~gaffdorce , 
The wave s ar H' c e sea. 
Their fie r ose . igher and higher stil l 
Like serpe~:sn:~: ~iing'the~ beneath the tempest's 

gg in a vulture• s gr asp . 
(320-325 ) 
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scourge 

The t empe st uous sea, representi na life ' s t 
-'o cons ant trials , attempts t o 

overpower t he vessel just as a vult ure might grasp a struggling serpent, 

and one can easily hear and see the treacher ous waves lashing at the boat 

in an effort t o de stroy i t. 

Still anot her powerful and impressive comparison of the snake 

with an object or f orce in nature occurs in "Mont Blanc, 11 when "The 

glaci ers creep/ Like snakes that watch their prey, from their far 

f ount ains . " Throughout this poem, Shelley is concerned with the Power 

behind man and believes that real knowledge of God cannot be conceived 

by man . This idea , of course, foreshadows Demogorgon I s words in 

Prometheus Unbound that "the deep truth is imageless. 11 However, i n this 

earl ier poem, Shelley is emphasizing the fact that organized religion, 

pretending t o know and in turn to represent God, merely succeeds in 

dist orting man I s i deas, thereby causing him to develop false conceptions. 

God i s not a vengeful force toward man, but merely indifferent, and 

l ines pre ceding the serpent image express the poet's idea that "Power 

dwells apart in i t s t ranquillity,/ Remote, serene, and inaccessible. 11 

However , Shelley goes on to say that the Power from which to gain 

strength i s there, i f man will but seek its energy• Again, this same 

i dea continues in Prometheus, since man must activate Demorgorgon's 

vil as the latter will never be the inst i power, either for good ore , 

gat or. 



There are many, many examples of Shelley • 
s use of tm serpent 

for descriptive detail . For inst ance h 
, e recognizes the beaut y of tm 
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snake in Rosalind ~~ as i t 
noats on the "dark and lucid flood i n 

the light of his own loveliness . 11 In Ad . 
onai s, Shell ey descri bes the 

"green l i zard and the golden snake l ike nnh1n • 
--.. .t'risoned names out of their 

t rance awake, " and in Th w · t ~ ~ ~ A_tlas he pictures "the sly serpent, 
in the golden flame of his own volume s intervol ved. 11 

On the other hand, in The ~ the poet associates the reptile 

with the ugliness of evil in Beatrice's Gothic description of her horri d 

and woeful condition : 

I thought I was that wretched Beatrice 
Men speak of, whom her father sometimes hales 
From hall to hall by the entangled hair· 
At others, pens up naked in damp cells ' 
Where scaly reptiles crawl, and starves her there 
Till she will eat strange nesh. ' 

(III, i, 43-48) 

In "Fragment: A Serpent-Face," Shelley describes a man's face as 

resembling a snake's skin--''wrinkled and loose/ And withered"; and 

another very interesting example of the viper as representative of 

descriptive detail is one that is technically out of position in this 

study sect ion , since it offers so much additional connotation concerning 

Shelley 's Gothic inclination, in addition to expressing a basic concept 

of the Romant i c tradition. However, forsaking arbitrary classification 

for the moment anyway, I shall briefly mention this noteworthy ref erence. 

Related t o the Romant icists, awareness of the discrepancy between 

appearance and reality is the notion that beauty is directly invol ved 

• II th . 
With suffering, and Shel ley illustrates this "pleasure pain eory in 

"On the Medusa of Leonardo da Vinci in t he Florentine Gallery," in 

which he associates the often-despised serpent with beaut y . 
11 Its horror 
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and its b auty are divine , " and 

Tis t he t empest uous lovelin 
For from th ess of terror; 

Kindled by t~t s~:t~ gleams a br azen glare 
Whi h e r i cable error 

c ~es a thrilling vapour of t he air 
Become a live and ever- shifting mirr 

A ~!mal~ the beauty and the terror t~:re- -
. an _s countenance, with serpent-locks 

Gazl.Ilg l.Il death on Heaven from those wet ;ocks. 
03-40) 

In these lines and el sewhere in the poem, the description of the vipers 

offers vivid sensual appeal; however, the serpent contributes to a 

larger symbol ical reference since it also signifies the real meaning of 

the Medusa. The Medusa's ultimate significance is not merely the result 

of her apparent beauty but the final emotional effect gained from both 

her grace and the pain resulting from the agonizing serpents. 

Although Shelley and his contemporaries were concerned with the 

reptile's descriptive attributes, they placed much more emphasis on its 

symbolic aspect. During the late eighteenth and early nineteenth 

centuries, conditions in society (child-labor, the Napoleonic wars, and 

general suppression of the common man) caused the Romantic poets to seek 

a better world for mankind through active refonn and, more significant, 

through the creation of a mythological and ideal spiritual world. In 

fact, the entire literary tradition is a protest, a rebellion, against 

the materiali sm of the preceding century, with its emphasis on analytic 

reason and empiricism. Since these ideas dealt only with the physical 

world of perception, the Romantics endeavored to unite this tangible 

1 and' thus' .,,.; m for the supreme unification of 
word with t he spi ritual ~·· 

the Whole • In their poetry and prose, these poets pointed out certain 

. t. .;"' htmlanity that hindered the 
ideas and conditions currently exis ing ...... 
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process of unification by fostering antagonism between the spiritual~ 

the physical , i ntuition and reason, and similar antitheses . 

One rreans by which Shelley comemns these evils of his time is 

by use of the serpent ' s vari ous physical. attr1.·butes and th 
e evil qualities 

associ ated with his his t ory and nat ure. He employs the symbol to 

represent sensuality, man's ant agonism toward his fellow man, and instit u

tional tyranny over mankind. 

Sensuality stresses the excessive value that man places on the 

lustful pursuit of wealth and physical satisfaction. Of course, sensuous

ness combined with the spiritual is the condition of mankind most admired 

by t he Romantics, but the appearance of a purely sensual nature is 

considered a lowly existence and persistently condemned by these poets. 

The Gothic propensity of Shelley's mind, originating with such 

childhood creati ons as those of sea-serpents and the like, are discussed 

in numerous biographical accounts, and this same quality in some of his 

poetry contributes grotesque images symbolizing materialistic concepts. 

In Prometheus Unbound, the reptile more vividly enhances this scene of 

ruin and desolation: 

The wrecks beside of many a city vast, 
Whose population which the earth grew ~ver 
Was mortal, but not human; see, they 11.e, 
Their monstrous works, and uncouth skeletons, 
Their statues, homes and fanes; p:odigious shapes 
Huddled in gray annihilation, split, 
Jammed in the hard, black deep; an~ over these, 
The anatomies of unknown winged ~h~s' 
And fishes which were isles o~ living scale, 
And se ents bony chains, twisted around 

rp ' •thin heaps of dust 
The iron crags, or W1 st gth of their last pangs 
To which the tortuous ren 
Had crushed the iron crags~ IV, 296-308) 
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The JJ,Ttbologica.l Iron Ag of the Greek 

8 represented all conceivable 
aspects of materia.1.isia--Tiolence l"•t , ...... , and. the excessive collp\l].aion !or 
vorldlJ possessions reigned foremost in the 

lli.nd.s of men. All the earth 
reflected a cc:aplete chaos of wickedness and in 

, a Gothic description 

of waste and destruction, Panthea pictures the t 
ma erial.istic domain of 

Jupiter. The serpent associated vith iron t rt , o ure, cba1ns, and dust 

syiabolizes the base ideas of greed, 't'i.olenoe per- ti , --cu on, and corruption 

of every sort• However, with the regeneration of Prometheus through 

love, all Earth returns to her fonner state of grace, and good triumphs, 

at lea.st for the present time, over Jupiter• s eTil. The spiritual., 

idealistic world reigns over the materialistic one. 

Another example of the serpent's association with mankind's 

greedy nature, but one in which the serpent represents a stern and 

unyielding conscience in contrast to his evil role, appears in Queen Mab. 

Having transported the virtuous spirit of Ianthe far frOlll earth's 

corruption, Qu.een Mab shows her man I s past and present existence and the 

possibility- of mankind I s achieving a utopian future. While recounting 

the innumerable materialistic evils that have thus far prevented man's 

attainment of apocolypse, Mab stresses power and wealth, which some men 

uae against others to attain their own selfish desires. Shelley- has her 

especially- berate a king, "the wearer of a gilded chain/ That binds his 

soul to abjectness,• who deprives his I1U1181"0US subjects of life's 

phy-aical and spiritual nourishment. On one occasion, he fa.lls on his 

luxurious couch in a restless drunken sleep, as "conscience, that undying 

serpent calls/ Her venemous brood to their nocturnal task." The serpent 

· ch that in desperation 
conscience and her helpers torment the king so Jlll1 

b ain II which inevitably 
he Pr81'5 for tranqu.ill.ity- of his 11feverad r ' 



results in his powrty. In addition it 18 in 
' teresting to note that 
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Shelley makes reference to the serpe t 
n conscience aa illust rative of 

the fe:male principle . 

When aan, through excesai ve 1f 88 -concern, abandons the love of 

bis f ellow man i n greedy pursuit of power .. ~ 
, .......... reason and senses alone 

overc0ll9 his potentially divine attributes then be be -'-- t 
, g,L,UO O oppose 

a.oyone and aoything who gets in his wq • Describing these base qualities 

of man in opposition to other men, Shelley employs various and numerous 

snake illa.ges • Frequency- is so great that in a close study of Shelley's 

poetry, when one comes across lines having to do with ill of any con

sequence, he automatically expects the serpent to make his customary 

appearance. For instance, Beatrice's song syllbolizes the serpent, a 

treachery in The Cenci. Shelley's concern with good and evil is paramount 

in his canon, a.r:d in this dramatic work, he shockingly' portrays to its 

fullest extent the greedy condonation o.f wickedness by the established 

Church, one o:f the poet's favorite objects of attack. The implication 

is that had the Church not been an institution of greed and deceit, Count 

Cenci would have had no support for his villain;y, and vice-versa. On 

the other band, Shelley represents in this work, as in others, one of 

his major ideas--tbat Evil cannat corrupt when the human will does nG>t 

permit it to do so. In Act V, Beatrice feels that she has been 

condemned unjustly and is especially bereaved because of her personal 

betra;yaJ., in addi tion to tbe world's unfair justice• She sings the 

11 ho is obviously Orsino; however, 
following song to her "false friend, w 

in a IIOre universal conception, these Unes might just as easily refer 

to the evil nature of aankind: 



False friend Wilt th 
Wh ' ou smile or . en m;y life is laid asleep? weep 
Little cares for a smil 
The cl 1 8 or a tear 

ay-co d corpse upon the bi ~ 
Farewell ! He igho ! er. 
wi:ia t is this whispers low? 

There . J.S a snake in thy smile . 
And bitter poison within th= t' nzy- dear, • .., ear. 

(130-137) 
Although the friend pretends otherwise th 

' e serpent falseness appears 

in his smile, and the snake, s poison mingles with his tears• 

JO 

In am image concerning traitorous murder from~ Revolt of 

Islam, "rabid snakes II represent slaves who slay men in their sleep who 

have tried to help them, and 

Those sanguine slaves amid ten thousand dead 
Stabbed in their sleep, trampled in treacherous war 

The gentle hearts whose power their lives had sought to spare. 

Like rabid snakes, that sting some gentle child 
Who brings them food, when winter false and fair 

Allures them forth with its cold sniles, so wild 
They rage among the camp;--they overbear 
The patriot hosts--confusion, then despair 

(V, vii, 1771-1778) 

These men returning savagery for good picture a brutal antagonism among 

men which assumes barbaric and horrifying proportions when treacherous 

hatred is given in exchange for consideration, sympathy, and love. 

Certainzy not so serious in one respect as the slaughter of 

humanity, but all the same an illustration of the antagonism man feels 

in his heart for another appears in "Ginevra. 11 This poem tells about a 

bride who has unhappily spoken false vows of love to someone other than 

Antonio, whom she genuinely loves. Leaving her wedding celebration, 

Ginevra meets her former lover in the garden, and from her grief-

stricken heart she speaks the following words• 
The 11 stings and venom" 

t · reason that frustrates 
of the viper symbolize any false, materialis ic 

love's possibility: 
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' Friend, if eart 'hi-u . . 

Suspicion, doubt , or tbe.t Vl.o~en~ or ill, 
Of parents ch yranru.c will , ance or custo t · 
Or circwustances or te m, lllle or change, 
Or wildered loo~ rror, or revenge, 
With their stings' ~ WOrd.s , or evil speech, 
Our 1 venom, can impeach 

ove - -we love n t if 
T:00 victim from the ~~ ant the gr ~~ which hides 
The cheek that hite , and di vides 

. . w. ns from t he eyes that dart 
Imperious inquisition t o t lE heart 
That is another's could di 
We love not • , , ssever ours, 

(58-69) 

Ginevra then removes the "golden circle II from her finger, and her words 

of undying l ove to Antonio foreshadow what is to come--'Accept this 

token of my f a ith,/ The pledge of vows to be absolved by death;/ And I 

am dead or shall be soon. 1 

Another interesting example of the serpent as illustrative of 

man's enmit y toward his fellow man deals with literary criticism. 

Cri tics have been a persistent bother to poets during most every literary 

peri od; and in fact, just prior to the Romanticists, Pope had composed 

his verse Essay, for one reason, as an attempt to bring about reconcilia-

t i on between poet and critic, whom he advises to look to the Ancients, 

who l ived in a time of harmony among writers of both groups. However, 

with t he ir l ofty conceptions of idealism, the Romantic poets were 

perhaps naturally more sensitive t o the criticism of men who , chi efly 

guided by t heir nmedd.ling intellect s , 11 were presumptuous enough t o judge 

the creations of those whose imagi nat ions soared far above them. This 

association between t:00 reptile and critic occurs several times in 

Adonais, Shelley ' s tribute t o Keat s and condemnation of the critics who 

had def amed the poet: 

forth and many reptiles spawn; 
' The sun comes , . 
He sets and each ephemer al :iI15ect then 
I s gat h;red into death without a dawn, 



And the inlll tal. or stars awake . 
So is it in the world of 1 · . again; 
A godlilce mind soars f o l.~ . men: 
Making earth bare and ve~h~ lil 1.ts delight 
I t sinks , the swarms th ;:~ heaven, and when 

Leave to its kindred 1 a :unmed or shared its light 
amps the spirit I s awfu.l night , 

(.xxix, 253-261) • 
convinced, although wrongly so, that the 

denunciation of Endymion had 
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hastened the young poet's death, Shelley demonstrates hl.S. 
scorn for the 

critics by comparing them with serpents and dragons who wait for a chance 

t o attack the poet. 

Shelley speaks of his wife, Mary, in the beginning lines of ~ 

~ of Atlas as "critic-viper bitten" when she had accused the poem of 

lacking basic human interest. Mrs. Shelley had often expressed a desire 

for her husband to write about more down-to-earth subjects rather than 

those of imaginative vision, yet this would have been as impossible for 

Shelley to do as to become the serpent that he wrote about. 

Believing that the individual must exercise his intuitive power 

in transcending the physical world to achieve harmonious relationship 

with the universe, the Romantics were adamantly opposed to any external. 

restraint or restriction that diverts man or prevents his ultimate 

attainment of this spiritual goal. Stressing the necessity of individual 

freedom in a manner similar to Blake, Shelley often associates with 

snakes the enemies of liberty, particularly kings, priests, and any 

tyrant s who place unfair restraints on mankind. Actually, the relation

ship of reptile and king began with the rrwthological ?.eus, who along 

with other legendary kings, frequently assumed the forms of serpents as 

Others and accomplishing their selfish 
one means of gaining power over 

encts . Nevertheles s , Shelley considered all these fonns of tyranny 

fr in The Revolt of ~ 
deceptive and treacher ous like the snake, 0 



the loathesome tyrant called t ogether the kings and i 
pr e sts who "lmew 
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his cause their own and swor-e/ Like wolves and serpents to t heir mutual 

wars/ s t r ange t ruce." 

Sympat hy wit h the suppr essed common man is of course a funda

roontal thesis in Romantic doct r ine , and in "Ode to Liberty" Shelley 

condemns man's persecut ors--t yrant, king, and priest alike--and. describes 

their tortuous methods. He distinguishes between the useless god of 

false institutional religion and the loving God who actually rules the 

wiiverse . Shelley calls on Liberty to come forth from man's spirit with 

Wisdom, Love, and Hope, and these lines clearly express the poet I s 

absolute hatred of monarchs: 

Oh, that the free would stamp the impious name 
Of king into too dust! or write it there, 

So that this blot upon the page of fame 
Were as a serpent I s path, which light air 

Erases, and the flat sands close behind! 
Ye the oracle have heard: 
Lift the victory-flashing sword, 

And cut the snaky lmots of this foul gordian word, 
Which we ale its elf as stubble, yet can bind 

Int~ a mass, irrefragably firm, . 
The axes and the rods which awe mankind; 

The sound has poison in it, 'tis the sperm 
Of what makes life foul, cankerous, and abhorred; 
Disdain not thou at thine appointed term, 
To set thine arm;d heel on this reluctant worm. 

(xv, 210-225) 

to "stamp the impious name of king Shelley implores freedom's supporters 

so it will vanish as easily as the into t he dus t " by writing i t in sand, 

1 · ht stir of air. As path made by a se rpent disappears with merely a 1.g 

Of the viper, so shall liberty the sands f orever clos e over the trail 

f , evi· 1 tyranny over men• orever bury the king s 
Although lacking a 

S 
... mo idea of king and sand appears in serpent reference, this ""''..., 

. . t ,._,_ fact that the king has built a 
"OZY!llandias, 11 no doubt symbolizing u:;; 



solelY mat erialistic monument rather than 
an ideal spiritual one . 
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The 
shifting and insecure foundation upon which his 

monument stands further 

decay because it lacks real -.ral 
implies that in time it Will 

.. . ue. li'in<>1,~ 
~ ~~, 

even though the title , king, is "weak itself' as stubble 
, ••• the sound 

haS poison in itn because it still possesses the reptile force to create 

terror among its subjects. 

Because Shalley believed that 
man possessed the innate capacity 

to establish his own relationship with God, one of his primary ideas is 

that orthodox religion merely serves to impose upon the individual 

limited and false interpretations concerning the Divine Power. In all 

his poe t ry dealing with this religious aspect, Shelley condemns the 

falseness of established doctrine and its priestly representatives. 

This is an organic theme in The Cenci, and in Rosalind and Helen the poet 

associates organized religion called 11 Faith11 with the Python. Helen 

speaks of the Christian Faith which, like the ''blood-stained but 

undefeated Python, 11 continues to crawl among 11the wailing tribes of human 

kind, trampling and deceiving them again and again." 

Finally, "The Mask of Anarchy" exemplifies Shelley's advanced 

attitude toward the evil effects of anarchy. From the outcome of the 

French Revolution, the poet had learned that violent rebellion against 

persecution and evil does not necessarily ensure freedom, as revolution

ists more often than not become as tyrannous as their predecessors. 

. d ·th violent reaction and advocated a Thus, Shelley became disillusione wi 

more peaceful and surer method of attaining freedom. Recommending 

that workers must have more patience Passive resistance, the poet says 

and understanding of one another 's difficulties. 
However, the principal 

b On the rebels, but on the corrupt lame for anarchy he places not 



leaders who cause the bellion . H 
e see s Anarchy as too fourth 
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Horseman, preceded by Murder, Fraud, and Hypo . 
crisy, and 1n the following 

:unage Shelley depict s Anarchy as ak 
a sn e urxler the feet of Tyra.ney: 

To the rich thou art a ch k 
When_his _foot is on the n:~k 
Of his v:i.cti.m, thou dost make 
That he treads upon a nak s e. 

(vi, 22.5-29) 

A victim pushed too far by tyrannous persecution ; .. like 
.o a snake that 

will strike back when he is stepped upon. Th h us, w en the tyrant becomes 

so concerned with his own seemingly good fortune, he fails to recognize 

the signs of approaching revolution. 

A primary aim of the Romantic tradition is to achieve a 

reconcili ation of body and spirit. Throughout his prose and poetry, 

Shelley advocates the necessity of the intuitive imagination in trans

cending the physical world to perceive that of spiritual insight. By 

using the serpent more traditionally associated with sensual aspects, 

also as a symbol dealing with the poetic imagination, harmony in the 

universe, benevolence, rejuvenation, and eternity, Shelley exemplifies a 

basic concept of his tradition--that appearances or any- sense impressions 

alone are deceiving and that behind this external veiling exist truth, 

beauty, and goodness. 

Although the snake-eagle image occurs in several of Shelley's 

poems, in Alastor it is directly associated with the poetic imagination 

and represents an energizing force. Shelley uses the struggle between 

reptile and bird most effectively in picturing the fruat rated poet 

searching for his Ideal Love, the veiled maid: 

While daylight held 

The sky, the Poet kept mute conference . 
Still Soul. At night the passion came , 

With his 



Like the fierce f iend of 
And shook him f rom his re a distempered dream, 
Into t he darkness . _ -As st , and led him forth 
In f olds of the green an eagle grasped 
Burn with the poi son :.int , . f~els her breast 
Through night and ~ precipitates 
Frant ic wit h dizzying' te~st ' and calm, and cloud, 
o •e r t he wide aery wil~sh, her blind Uight 
By th b · eniess: thus driven 

e right shadow of that 1 1 
Beneath the cold glare of the ~ve y dream, 
Through tangled sw esolate night, 
St artling with 7s and deep precipitous dells, 
He fled. care ess step the moonlight snake, 

(223-237) 
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As the serpent in this image signifies among other things a 

sensual nature, it is representative of ma.n's passions; however, it is 

:unportant to recall that Shelley, as did his contemporaries, insisted 

upon feeling and emotion as mcessary guideli.res to the ultimate Ideal. 

The veiled maiden illustrates Shelley's concept of Intellectual Beauty, 

for whom he was to continually seek throughout his short life and 

repeat edly find as represented by various women, a poet, and finally, 

as a city in Hellas. Earlier in the poem, an Arab maid has fallen in 

love with the poet, who does not return affection because he feels no 

spiritual kinship with the girl. Instead, his dream of truth and 

virtue, the veiled maiden, who disappears as quickly as she had come to 

i h f h Just as his imagi."lation, causes him to spend his days n searc o er. 

the eagle flies dizzily and blindly through space as a result of the 

serpent 's poisonous grasp, the poet, overcome with obsessive desire for 

the maiden, rushes blindly "through tangled swamps and deep precipitous 

dells" in search of his Ideal. While the eagle flees from her captor, 

the poet attempts to recapture the lovely dream in which he was enfolded 

. Perhaps the snake's green coloring represents 
in his beloved I s a.nns. 

also the poet's obsessive 
not only the se rpent I s poisonous venom but 

desire to recapture his soulmate • 
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In "Hymn to Intellectual Beauty, 11 

i,nfrequent and transitory presence of tha 
Shelley both acknowledges the 

Ideal and affinns the import-

ance to the soul of even this temporary • . . 
VJ.sitation. Even though Alastor 

concludes in utter hopelessness the poet I h . 
' s c oice of existence seems 

to be a better alternative to that of the b .. 
aser spirit who attempts no 

i.Jll,aginati ve achievement and is destined "to b t th urn a e socket. 11 

Ideas of good and evil were a constant concern to Shelley, who 

believed that only a very thin partition separates the struggling 

opponent s and that this veil could easily be removed simply ''by man, s 

will to do so 11
; the heart of man resorts to his innate goodness and 

pursues the intuitive Ideal. Therefore, Shelley uses the serpent, 

frequently associated with evil, also to symbolize various aspects of 

goodness--universal harmony, rejuvenation, and eternity. The poet's 

inversion of a symbol that his contemporaries more often than not linked 

with evil seemingly has to do with Shelley's strong sympathy for society's 

oppressed and outcast. By elevating the lowly, crawling reptile to 

lofty stature, the poet symbolizes his desire for mankind's full achieve

ment of dignity. A. T. Strong also attributes this usage to the "social 

and legal injustice which the poet conceived himself to have undergone• 11
1 

In addition , one must keep in mind the fact that Shelley disliked any 

stereotyped forms and images of morality, and the serpent with multiple 

significance i s an excellent means for the poet's illustrating one of 

his central themes: the incongruity between appearance and reality. 

Shelley• s fully developed a.'l<i organic use of the serpent as the 

Spirit of Good occurs in The Revolt of Islam, a lengthy narrative in 

p. 80. 

.; ... Shelley (Hamdon, Conn., 1968), 
1A.T. Strong, Three Studies~· -



which too eagle represents the Spirit of EVU. 
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In Cant o I, the snake-
eagle aer ial batt le , impetus f or the ent ire 

st0ry, foreshadows the ideas 
and action of the remaining eleven cantos . 

The day-long "touch am go" 
combat between the reptile and bird symboli the 

zes ceaselessly alternat-

ing powers of good and evil forces that pervade th ld 
e wor for all time, 

and the main events in the poem illustrate how each force gains supremacy 

from time to time over its adversary. When the battle temporarily ends 

during the first canto, the eagle flies wearily but victoriously away, 

and the Good Spirit catapults into the sea. However, the narrator 

discovers that a woman has rescued the struggling serpent from the 

destructive water and is nursing the wounded reptile. As they sail away 

together, the woman tells the poet about the two powers that influence 

mankind& "The serpent is the Morning Star, changed by his victorious 

foe, the Red Comet, from starry shape, beauteous and mild, to a dire 

snake, with man a..'1.d beast unreconciled. 11 He is the principle of Good, 

and the comet, "whose name is legion, 11 is the embodiment of "Death, 

Decay, Earthquake and Blight and Madness pale, ••• Fear, Hatred, Faith 

and Tyranny. 11 2 The evil spirit assum3s the eagle's shape since 

The darlmess lingering o I er the dawn of t1?-ngs, 
was Evil, s breath and life; this made him strong 

To soar aloft with overshadowing wings. 

However, the Spirit of Good in his changed form 

did creep among 
. f mankind and every tongue 

The nations o , . he assed· for none 
Cursed and blasphemed him as P ' 
Knew good from evil. 

their battle, which symbolizes 
Again and again, the snake and eagle renew 

Oppressors of freedom, justice, and 
the conflict of mankind against its 



truth . 
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Al though at the beginning of the poem eViJ. h 
as once again over-

come good, 

Cmmipotent of yore now ~e Victor Fiend , 
His t r iumph dearly ' won ~ h 8 , and ~ears 
An impulse swift d ' c s oon will l end 

an sure to his approaching end.3 

The eagle flies swiftly over the earth, casti n"' 
- 't::, ominous shadows with its 

wings, and the serpent creeps over the ground, slowly but 
surely spread-

ing event ual good . Of course , t he maj or dif ficulty seems to be that f ew 

men could recognize the difference between Good and Evil. Perhaps one 

answer lie s in the contr ast betwee n the rapid motion of evil and the slow 

movement of good : evil spreads more qui ckly than good, and man is again 

deceived by appearances . 

Elsewhere in the poem, Shelley does represent the serpent as a 

genuine symbol of e vil. For example, in the breast of the Iberian 

priest "Did hate and guile l ie watchful, intertwined/ Twin serpents in 

one deep and winding nest, 11 and reptiles are a decorative part of the 

t orture couch on wh i ch t he lovers are to die. A.T. Strong makes a note

worthy connnent f or summary of this discussion, saying that 11The whole 

tragedy of the Mor ning Star is that he has been doomed to assume a form 

which is commonly and na t urally associat ed with the evil and outcast. 

Shelley, in giving him this s hape, wishes not only to awaken pity for 

him, but to exalt an object commonly regarded with contempt, and to show 

that it too has i t s part in t he universal spirit and shall therefore 

share in the beneficence of the new order. 
114 

3 Toi d . 

41bid ., pp . 82-SJ . 



4o 
Shelley ' s serpent images referring to universal love 

exemplify 
the poet 's ultimate hopes and aspirations f or mankind . 

Harm.any exists 

among all aspects of nature, and all creatures live in perfect relati on-

ship with one another. ~~illustr ates in detail all the past and 

present evils in the world, mankind ' s oppression of others, and a 

condition which has even had corruptive influence on Mother Nature. In 

the poem's final section, when Shelley describes the future possibilities 

of a Utopian existence for man, a beautiful physical change has come 

over the earth also. 

And fragrant zephyrs there from spicy isles 
Ruffle the placid ocean-deep, that rolls 
Its broad, bright surges to the sloping sand, 
Whose roar is wakened into echoings sweet 
To murmer through the Heaven-breathing groves 
And melodize with man's blest nature there. 

(VIII, 64-69) 

Included in this vision of harmony is an image describing the 

comradeship between a "babe II and the basilisk, a reptile so poisonous 

that his breath, or very glance, was considered fatal. Yet, in Shelley's 

ideali stic conception 

Sloping and smooth the daisy-spangled 

lawn, · e 
Offering sweet incense to the sunris , 

smiles 
1 To see a babe before his mother s 

door, 
. h' rrung· 1 s meal Sharing is mo il · k 

W' th the green and golden bas is 1 
1· k his feet. That comes to ic (VIII, 82-87) 

All aspects of nature express 
the grass sends forth a mutual admiration: 

sweet fragrance to greet the sunrise; 
the dewy lawn glistens or smiles 

t between the babe and o see the tender feeling 
serpent, and nature's 

earth's tranquillity and 
coloring portray the fresh green and warm gold 

Pleasure. 



41 In ''Epipsychi dion," "The spirit 
of the wonn beneath the sod/ In 

iove and worship blends itself with God II d 
' an during t he drama of 

prometheus, Asia speaks of the power f ul f orce of lo . 
ve, which, symboli zed 

by the serpent , maintains t hat all God, s 
creatures enjoy a necessary role 

in the natural scheme of t hings: 

Thy words are sweeter th 
Whose echoes they are• yet all 

1
an a~ht else but his 

G · · ove is sweet 
iven or returned. Common as light . 1 ' 

And its f ... -.:, · • is ove 
. =:LL..l.iar voice wearies not ever. ' 

Like the wide heaven, trn all-sustaining . 
It makes the reptile equal to the God· air, 

They who inspire it most are fortunat; 
As I am now; but those who feel it most 
Are happier still, after long sufferings 
As I shall soon become. ' 

(II, v, 38-42) 

Even though Shelley often employs this usual interpretation of 

inherent love among earth's creatures, he also offers a slight deviation 

from the more traditional theory. For instance, the serpent and other 

animals become Marenghi I s companions only after he tames them: "Nor was 

his state so lone as you might think./ He had tamed every newt, and 

snake and toad. 11 Along with Shelley's conceptions of an idealistic 

universe is this more realistic notion of domesticating the animal prior 

to its harmonious existence with other creatures. However, domestication 

may also further suggest that through love man, as well as beast, 

achieves a spiritual kind of domestication. The beautiful, kind, and 

delightfully mischievious Witch of Atlas tames the an:i.mals' savage 

natures, and then they all have nru.tual respect and feeling for one another. 

And first the spotted cameleopard came, 
And then the wise and fearless elephant; 

Then the sly serpent,_in the1~!~~~a.ii~unt 
Of his own volumes intervo ' k a.de tame. 

And s anguine beasts her gentle ~o)o s m 
{91-97 



Ide of time and eter n1 t y, 'U>Mk 1 42 
s.,,IJ.Uo i zing mutability and 

permanence , 
nArva,de Shelley ' s poetry, and the serpe t 

1 r n P ays a prominent part in 

these conceptions. "Associated with t he snake, 
5 

symbolic value as a 

life-giving force is its habit of periodically shedd . . 
lllg l. ts skin, and 

this physical character i stic in addition to the extens. 
1 

. 
ive ongevity 

which some reptile s attain further suggests regular purification and 

immortality. 
115 No doubt, Shelley relies upon ancient literary tradition, 

of which he was an avid and persistent devotee, in his use of the serpent 

t o symbolize rejuvenation. A likely source may have been Ovid, s 

Metamorphoses, in which the La.tin poet pictures Hercules in the process 

of becoming a god like his father, Jove, but at the same time discarding 

all qualit ies inherited from his mother: "He kept traces of his father; 

and as a serpent, its old age sloughed off with its skin, revels in fresh 

life, and shines resplendent in its bright new scales •• 

Occasionally Shelley uses the serpent for a symbol of rejuvena

tion, and in the conclusion of Hellas this representation of the snake 

appears when the chorus says, 

The world's great age begins anew, 
The golden years return, 

The earth doth like a snake renew 
Her wintery weeds outworn. 

(106o-1063) 

11 of Liberty; just as These lines ref er to the return of the "golden years 

. h arthly reallll and all its the snake rids itself of an outworn skin, tee 

. f the year when freedom creatures renew themselves in the spring 0 

5 Pedrini, Serpent Image~ Lura Pedrini and Duilio T • 
~olism (New Haven , 1966 ), P• 52. 

28) ll 21-23 • 60v1ct , :t-i3tamorphoses (London, 19 ' • 



43 triwnphs over t yranny and oppress i on di 
sapPears • Here , Shelley relates 

the sea.sons ' cyclic change s t o aspects of human . 
aff airs . Hope is for 

eter nal spr ing , but as nature, s attribut es repeatedly 
vary, so does 

man , s existence . Thus , t he idea of impe . 
rrnanence is al.ways present in the 

p.hySical world and is Shelley• s cause for man•s 
reliance on the intuitive 

f aculty and his innate qualities of goodness to 
sustain him du.ring the 

dark periods of winter, s evils• This relationship between seasonal 

change and man's life is a primary them in 110de to the West Wind fl , 
Adonais, and Prometheus Unbound, and one that the poet continually returns 

to throughout his work. 

Related to the serpent as a symbol of rejuvenation are images 

referring to innnortality and eternity, and relative to this symbolical. 

concept of the serpent in Shelley's poetry are several ancient snake 

emblems. One of the earliest symbols known to man is the nwstic hiero

glyph of the serpent swallowing its own tail, a figure signifying Eternity 

because it is without beginning or end. Another pertains to the 

amphisbaenic snake, the fabled serpent with a head at each end of its 

body that had the ability to move in either direction. In his study 

dealing with the "encircled serpent, fl Howey points out that the serpent 

shown as a circle, representative of the eternity of God, is a subtle 

emblem of immortality. "Even if we regard it still as a viper it can 

now be thought of as destroying itself by its own venom, and seen thus' 

·t 7 Pictured as a destroyer of death 1 symbolizes the suicide of Death. fl 

t immortality and this complete 
by its own poison, the snake represen s ' 

p. 226. 

7 . 1 d Serpent (New York, 1955), 
M. Oldfield Howey, The Encirc e _ 



and ne r-ending circle became a 8YlTlbol f 
o the Platonic idea that 

appears in Adonais: "The One remains , t he many 
change and pass. 11 

In her Note ~ Prometheus Unbound M .. ._. ---...;..;J, . ..,.., J Shelley says , "The 
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sub ject which he loved best to dwell on was t h . 
e llllage of One warring with 

t ~ Evil Principl e , 11 and since th · · 
uc is i s a .fundamental th · eme in the poem, 

the snake appears several times as representative of the One. 
Du.ring 

his detailed study of the drama, Wassennan distinguishes between various 

meanings concerning the t raditional circle emblem that rt po r~ Eternity 

as a figure surrounded by the snake holding its tail in its mouth. 

•'Whereas the amphisbaenic snake represents the retention of the perfect 

present during the course of moving time, the circular serpent, is the 

emblem of the t ot alit y of time. Because :mutability is the inherent 

condi tion of the natural world, eternity in that domain is the moving 

circle, the whole possible course of events perpetua.ll.y renewing and 

repeating itself . 118 However, Shelley's references to the circled serpent 

of eternity occur in Demogorgon's realm of power outside of being, "not 

in Promet heus I realm, where eternity is the absence of time, nor in 

mankind 's, where t he models of eternity are the duration of the perfect 

present , the infinitude of mental awareness, and the perpetually repeated 

cir cle of the sum of time. 11 9 Therefore, both images of the circular 

serpent , the "doom t hat cl asps Eternity," and the "snake-like Doom 

coiled underneath the Eternal I s throne" lie asleep or motionless until 

they are activated by man . 
in other selections Similar examples occur 

fL Prometheus Unbound: A Critical 
-Earl R. Wasserman, §S~h;e~ll~e~y~' s~ ~~~~~~~::::;;::.::...~----

~ad½K (Balt imore, 1965) , P • 214. 

9~ ., p . 215. 



a.s well. In the D emon of the World Sh 
. - - , eUey descr ibes Ianthe 's 

i.nJlocence and her ability to resist wor ldly e . 
v:i.l.s' and he prai ses her 

intuitive power that enables he r t o pe . 
rcei ve truth and therefore "The 
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naroo to seize, the veil t o rend/ Where th 
e vast snake Eternity/ In 

channed sleep doth ever l i e." Also "Fragm t 
' en : To t he Mind of Man 11 

illustr ates the int uitive power of man •s mind t 
0 spread over the world 

"the vit al naxoo of truth," whose light "charmed the l ' d / 
is Of the vast 

snake Eternity, who kept/ The tree of good and evil. 11 

Fulle r explication of t he drama i t self will better clarify the 

symbolical meaning of the serpent; and even though Shelley makes varied 

and prolific us e of se rpent imagery in Prometheus Unbound, its chief 

association is with the poet 's concepts of eternity, mutability, and 

permanence - -elernents of good and evil. Once again offering his view of 

how man and his world can be regenerated, Shelley illustrates through 

Prometheus I spiritual rebirth that mankind had only "to will that there 

was no evil , and there would be none. 11 Since the Titan has participated 

in the evil of hate and inevitably subjected Earth as well to this fallen 

condit ion, he mu.st , in order to redeem the world, dispell his own faults 

of hate and revenge. The Christian viewpoint of "loving one's enemy" 

I • • 
immediately becomes paramount as Shelley portrays Prometheus agonizing 

internal s truggle t o regain his state of grace and ultimately to conquer 

evil in the world . Love is the pathway to inner redemption; and when 

Prometheus, thus far exis ting with only partial love represented by 

P emanation Asia, his regeneration and 
anthea and I one, unite s wit h hi s 

that of earth will be achieved . 
compelled by necessity and also 

During this reunification, Asia, 

·t vi·s1·ts the cave of nemogorgon, an 
vJ1 h free as ser t i on of will, 



1nte diary superhuman Power. Since he re 
presents "possibility," 
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mogorgon 's power can be used for either go od or e . 
Vil, dependi ng upon 

the moral condition of man ' s mind . As Shell ey ha . 
s previously pointed 

out in "Mont Blanc, " if man knows how to . 
use this f orce, it is there for 

the ta}cing; therefore , it can be empl d 
oye for man, s good if he makes the 

r ight choi ce • The f irst serpent im~oe 1 
- ·-t:> re evant to this discussion 

appears in the concluding lines of the Song of the Spirits: 

The 

Resist not the weakness 
Such strength is in meekness 
That the Eternal, the Immortal , 
Mu.st unloose through life's portal 

snake-like Doom coiled underneath his throne 
By that alone. 

(II, iii, 93-98) 

11Demorgorgon I s mighty law" requires that man mu.st seek his power, as he 

will not of himself intervene. In other words, "the only way in which 

the forces of moral good can be activated is through a regeneration in 

the mind of man. 1110 Under the throne of Demogorgon, mankind I s happier 

destiny, a "snake-like Doom" has been inertly coiled since Jupiter came 

into power given him by Prometheus. The temporal order of time, destined 

eventually to be buried by the past Hours, rules the mind rather than 

being ruled by it and is associated with Jupiter's tyrannical. and evil 

supremacy. 

Asia approaches the "mighty darlrness filling the seat of power"; 

and through the supreme force of unified love in the rnind of man, th
e 

Eternal Demo gorgon must release the happier future of man "through life, s 

portal. 11 doom" is the release of Prometheus and 
Thus, the "snake-like 

10 MaJ·or Poetrr_ (New York, 1961), P• n6. 
Carl os Baker, Si?;h~e~ll~e~yl.'..!s::_.:.=:.li!-~------



t he downfall of Jupiter, who sinks Wit h 47 
mogorgon into t he vast and 

dark abyss . Only by s uch strength that . 
exists in t he meakness of 1 

· to hi h ove can man aspire a g e r spiritual f onn. 
The new Hours of the d ' . iviner 

day exempl ify a kind or degree of eternit y , "not 
in t he sense of 

Prometheus ' t imelessness not in the sense f t h . 0 e persistence in time of 
the changeless present but in the sense of th . 

e indefinite capacity of 
the human mind's awareness . 11ll Consequently in human t. 

' lDle, eternity is 
t he st ate of mind in which consciousness has no set b und . 

o anes; and 

though complete unity exis t s only outside of ti.me th human 
, e world of 

mutability pos sesses t he innate capacity to reach toward this perfect 

unity or Ideal . Man i s f orever subject to change, but through his greater 

existence in time because of his at tributes of love and the intuitive 

faculty, l ife's time -brought difficulties and evils can be endured more 

easily. 

During Demogor gon ' s br ief and cryptic comments to Asia, Shelley 

expresses one of the drama 's key ideas--that 11the deep truth is image

less . " This statement emphasi zing mankind I s limitations in his mutable 

world i s the final answer t o As i a I s questions concerning God and power, 

good and evil . Some words are beyond understanding, and man's knowledge 

is quit e limited and invariably cannot answer t he ultimate questions tha.t 

have plagued hurnani ty since t he beginning of time• Thus, Shelley 

deliberately makes complete t ransl ation of his symbolism impossible. By 

--~ 'thout form the poet advocat es representing Dernogorgon as shapel ess c1.11U wi ' 

. truths• The "deep truth n t he inadequacy of language in apprehending sC111e 

11was serma.n, ~ . cit ., p . 210 • 



c ot be put into expression conceivabl 48 
e t o human beings , Just as in 

nMont Blanc" Shelley declares man •s fail 
ure to uJ. t imately underst and 

Another example of serpent = ""h l i 
... ., ........ o sm dealing with et ernity 

occurs at the conclusion of Prometheus Unbound. 
Of f ering a warning t o 

mankind, Demogor gon s ays , 

Gentleness, Virtue Wisdom .... .....:i End 
The ' , =.u urance 

se are the seals of that most f. , 
Whi h b irm assurance 

c . ar~ t~ pi t over Destruction, s strength• 
And if WJ..th infirm hand, Eternit y, ' 
Mother of many a ct s and hours, should free 

The serpent t hat would clasp her with his length• 
These are the spells by which to reassume ' 
An empire o'er t he disentangled doom. 

(IV, 562-569) 

Man I s darker destiny of suffering is also coiled beneath Demogorgon, s 

t hrone where mankind ' s unfulfilled happy future used to lie. There is no 

pr omise or guarantee in this nmtable world that man will never again 

become weak and de gener ate , but if and when he does, then this "serpent 

doom" that waits f or possible release is referring to the tyrannous 

kind of existence represented by Jupi ter's evil. However, so long as 

11Gentleness, Virtue , Wisdom, and Endurance" are attributes of man, he 

will be armed with the best weapons with which again to meet his evil 

foe . 



CHAPTER IV 

CONCLUSION 

With its numerous histor i cal and lit 
erary connotations acquired 

thI'Ough t oo ages and its varied physical attrib t 
u es, the serpent ma:in-

tains a significant position in the symboli c realm ha . . 
, VJ.Ilg obviously 

played a prominent part in mankind 's affairs since the be inni 
g ng of 

civilization. Its s pecific uses in the literature of many cultures, 

f r om t he time of the Ancient s to the present day, have been both perva

si ve and prolific. Especially do these characteristics of serpent 

symbolism appl y to the literary tradition of the English Romantic poets, 

a most productive group of artists who made extensive use of many kinds 

of symbols t o illust rate the supreme power of the creative imagination 

and to express their intense dissatisfaction with the preced:ing century 

and the social evils of their own time. This particular study specific

ally emphasi zes and testifies to the abundance and variety of serpent 

imagery and symbolism in the poetry of Blake, Wordsworth, Coleridge, 

Byron, Ke ats, and Shelley. 

Because of its physical characteristics, plus innUmerable and 

Dleaningful religious, mythological, and past literary endowments' the 

serpent became a versatile implement for the Romantics' expression of 

d red to achieve a unification 
Primary aims and ideas. These poets en eavo 

b th of sense perception 
of sensibilities by advocating the importance 0 

. . The serpent was a 
and. the spiritual aspect reached through :unagi.nation. 

of good and evil• Al though 
USefuJ. symbol to represent di verse aspects 
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t 
tic poets n rally inte So 

rested 1n t he eerpent• a 1aa ina 
t i '9 sign.i.fioance , the;y were p&.rticuJ.ar~ int g -

ereated 1n i ts nil and 
,ensuOUS qualities, since the;y were rebels 

a«ainst 811PN&acy- of either 
the body or spirit over the other. Tbaref ore 

, they opposed 99nsuaJ.ity 

alone, analytic reaaon, ea:piri ci.aa, doaa .. :t -1 _ 
_. -1.aa and~ restraint of u.n•a 

bod1 or soul that restri cted his progreaa toward ul.t-t--. 
.48Mlte achieftlllent. 

Blake created bu own sy-stem of the "tour fold Vi i 
- son," and troa 

5ongs of Innocence and &xperience through hisPr __ o..._p_he_t;.;;;i;;;.c Works, be 

probably uses as aan;v serpent iJllages as does Shelley. However, unlike 

biB contemporary, Blake al.moat invariably emphasizes the snake, 
8 

grasping 

and sensuous nature--tbe corrupt and groveling condition in humanity. 

Clothing his reptile in the splendor and ostentation of precious jewels 

and other materialistic g&l'llents, the visionary- fully exploits man's 

serpent-like deceitful, tyrannous, and sensual qualities. Although Blake 

frequently uses the serpent to illustrate the inabilit7 of reason alone 

to perceive spiritual insight and truth, his faTOrite portrqal of the 

Ti.per is one that &yllbolizes his profound hatred and condemnation of 

•rather, priest, and king." 

On the other hand, Wordsworth compared with other poets in his 

tradition uses fewer serpent illlages in his poetey-. During his earlier 

writing, he wholeheartedly advocates the Sli)iritual inspiration and 

In detailed pictures af restorative power that nature offers man. 

d tural area apart .from universal harmony manifesting some seclude na 

ars with his fellow 
society's corruptive influence, the reptile appe 

de that all creatures, 
creatures. In this wa:y, Wordsworth S;Jllbolizes the i a 

and necessar7 creations in 
even t he lowly crawling snake, are sacred 

GO<i ' s whole scheme of t hings• 



m:ploya the nt 1n b 51 
road r r ange of ~aninga 

tban i ther Blake or Wordsworth by us ➔.,., ,.. 
.... 'f!> it to 1lluatrat e 

creative, and spiritual elements . 
sensual, 

In his poet- f - ., o the supernatural. 
the serpent is a major symbol with chief attention . , 

given t o its charac
teristic hypnotic eye and t he consequent eVi.1. 

outcoim that results . 
Even t hough Coleridge usually portr a;ys the snake in . 

an evu manner, i t 
is important to recall that in The Rime of th An . . 

- - _ ~ cient Mariner he 

reverses this representation by describing the "water-snakes" as symbols 

of beauty and spiritual power. It is also noteworthy that as one of the 

most important literary cr iti cs of the whole English tradition, Coleridge 

elevates the reptile to a position of high esteem when be compares the 

qualit ies of a fine poetic creation with the movements of a serpent. 

The viper appears quite often throughout Byron I s work, in which 

the poet mainly refers to its tyrannous, deceptive, and venemous 

charact erist ics. Byron, like Blake arxi Shelley, was a devoted advocate 

of freedom over any form of tyranny, and the reptile is an especially 

useful symbol for representing those chief aspects of priest, king, and 

tyrant who maliciously endeavor to suppress mankind. Particularly in 

his dramas and sat ires does Byron emphasize the hypocrisy of the serpent

like deceiving and seductive qualities of man's existence, either illus

t rat ing mankind I s self-deception or that perpetrated by 0thers. 

Ke ats I Lamia is one of the most beautiful portrayals contrasting 

t he power of the poetic imagination with that of philosophical reasonjng 

and an exceUe nt example of t he discrepancy between appearance and 

al existence much more 
reality. Feeling the sensuous beauty of extern 

f · ts -m aorous th uses the serpent or i •"'t> 
an eit her Blake or Shelley, Ke at s 



pictur the t ile IS Vi ,..i 
y ..1.d color-1.,..,. and 

.... 't'. gracetuJ. 
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of Romantic pot 
e ry, the serpent has 

pe rvaded the creat ions of individual p t . 
oe a in various ways • It has 

Throughout this vol 

portrayed many human frailties and attributes,· i·t 
has symbolized 

~ ... numerable ideas and human acti ons , ·th J.,l... ei: er f or good or evil. The 

reptile has crawled f rom t he lowest aspe ct t . 0 an upright position of 

esteem. ~vertheless, i t still appears t hat . no single poet surveys the 

serpent I s compl ete and varied progress fro · t m l. s meanest to highest fonn, 

with t he not abl e exception of Shelley . 

From this more detailed investigati'on of Sh 1 e ley I s serpent 

imagery and symbolism, it i s als o evident that the serpent, far from 

being a minor poetic emblem, is one of the poet's more meaningful 

symbols . It exemplifie s all his cent ral themes, his conceptions for the 

imaginat ive creation of poetry, and, most important, his optimistic aims 

and hopeful desires f or mank:L--1.d. 

Shelley uses t he snake to enhance descriptive detail am as a 

natural part of creation, but the serpent lends itself quite easily to 

Shelley• s propensity f or representing opposites--one of the most s~nifi

cant feat ures of his poetry. These antitheses illustrate varying ideas 

and degrees of good and evil. Cont rasts exist between appearance and 

reality, reason and imaginati on, hat red and benevolence, creation and 

de All the same, the use of 
struction, and mutabilit y and permanence. 

poet'l"'\T of an art ist who these arbitrary distinctions t o de scribe t he • ., 
· · oftentimes inadequat e 

intensely disliked any dogmat ic classificat ion 15 

s · all of these el ements are 
lnce, more often than not, several or 

t he poet ' s 
s· d t his quali ty in 
lirtultaneoualy interwoven. On the 0ther hall ' 



ork ult · te ly ttesta to his intell t 
lf c ua,l and creative 
the sake of study, the scholar , s system f 
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genius , and for 

0 organization 
Expressing condemnation 

is necessary. 
of eighteenth-century ~nQl,-.4-• 

. - -...., ... 1.c reason 
empiricism, and his own tradition, s social abh ' 

orrences, Shelley pict 
1 . urea 

,man as a grove ing serpent in greedy and lustful . 
pursuit of power, 

wealth, and any solely materialistic objective that . . 
rest rains his fellow 

man or himself from higher spiritual progre . 
ss1.on. In Adonais, the poet 

angrily berates the critics I poisonous venom, and . 
in Prometheus Unbound, 

the serpent enhances the Gothic comparison of Jupiter• t . 
s ma er1.alistic 

supremacy to tm excessively perverted Iron Age of Greek Dzy'thology. 

Shelley uses many serpent images to symbolize single qualities in man, s 

nature; and inevitably these individual portrayals assume universal 

relevance, as evidenced by Beatrice's betrayal in The ~ and the return 

of brutal savagery for kindness in The Revolt of Islam. 

As do Blake and Byron, Shelley also repeatedly stresses his 

abhorrence of institutional dominance over mankind--the villainous priest, 

king, tyrant in society. "Serpent temples, 11 venemous king, and deceptive 

anarchy pervade the poet rs creations dealing with the hypocrisy of 

orthodox religion and its false representatives, the tortuous reign of 

corrupt rulers, and the eventual delusion of tyrannical anarchy• Symbols 

of shadow and darlmess accompany these evil representations of the 

IIQde to Liberty, II and The Revolt serpent throughout The Mask of Anarchy, 

2!. Islam, poems that clearly illustrate Shelley's str 0 ng and sympa
th

etic 

feeling for oppressed mankind. 

external world of the senses as an 
Shelley looked upon the 

Id al the actual world. 
illuai ve and shadowy semblance of the 0th0r 8 

' 

. ·tual realm of truth, one 
Order to even at tempt perception of the sp1.ri 

In 



s am us his innate 
intuit ive Power in 

reac}ling for the re ter Ideal . A 
PP8arance , or what 

uid d by t 54 

reality, is merely a deceptive f e ature or 

or prevents his genuine enlightenment . 

seems to be 

condition in man t hat di 
verts 

Const ant 

exist s in Shelley ' s poet ry, 
prevelance of the Veil 

and t hough in a part1~., -r 
"I.U.4 situat ion it 

,;rarie s in t echnical meaning , its basic sicn-,; .p• 
-ou..y_ icance is always apparent. 

On occasion , the Veil is a protective covering, 
and at times there is a 

dre adful fear of seeing beyond its shadow. 
Nevertheless, Shelley 

bel ieves that only a very thin partition separates the forces f 
o good and 

evil. Theref ore, through love, man's innate sense of odne go ss, and the 

imaginat ion, man does have tm ability to "rend the Veil" d be an see yond. 

Also, as is well illustrated in "Mont Blanc" and Prometheus, man mu.st be 

the instigator; he must activate "the snake-like Doom coiled underneath 

Demogorgon I s throne. 11 

In previous discussion of Alastor, the snake-eagle combat 

representing an energizing force to the creative imagination symbolizes 

the poet's obsessive but necessary pursuit to recapture his Ideal, 

necessary if he is to be different from the baser spirit who lives 

longer, but without inspiration. Since the poet has temporarily 

envisioned his soul.mat e or captured the imaginative realm, he can no 

longer be sat isfied with anything less. However, as Shelley was to 

discover in his own personal life, seldom if ever in human exiSt ence does 

one find the hwnan form of his imaginative vision; and, if he so fortun

ately does, it seldom remains. In "Hymn to Intellectual Beauty" and 

V il II am gaining percep-
0ther poems, Shelley insists that "rending th8 8 

the apprehension is 
tion is infrequent , and i f and when this does occur, 

h u.s' regeneration causes 
SUb ject to time ' s mutability. Although Promet e 



le of "the 55 e-like Doom" of man , ha 
a ppier destiny, there is 

no assurance that the "serpent doom" 

th 

of Jupiter's eVi]. will 
not again 

return to plague mankind . 

Shelley's boat-stream imagery clearly on-\... li 
.. ., ...... o zes the world's 

mutabilit y . Man's soul, or the boat representin<Y 
--t:, its conveyance, ~ 

haV8 the pleasant "isl es " of the intuitive Ideal i 
as ts destination; but 

all along too stream or sea journey, symbolizing lif , 
es progress in the 

physical worl d, t he course often changes. At times the passage is smooth 

then t urbulent , and again peaceful, and so on--the never-ending cycle of 

time, symbolized by the serpent holding its tail in its mouth. The 

Revolt of Islam portrays the Serpent Spirit of Good as one of the boat's 

passengers, signifying that, al. though it is temporarily subdued, it has 

also been rescued and will again conquer evil. Since this boat or spirit 

has the perpetuation of love as its destination, Shelley represents the 

journey to the cave as direct and snooth for the time being anywa:y. In 

contrast, the poet I s boat in Alastor seldom enjoys a tranquil respite. 

With death as its destination, it suffers a more turbulent voyage, am. 

the lashing waves of destruction attempting to subdue the soul are 

compared to a vulture grasping a struggling serpent. In a special study 

of Alaster, William Hildebrand equates the "ocean" to the mythical river 

of Greek mythology which was supposed to encircle the flat earth like a 

serpent with its tail in its mouth.1 

in Shelley's intuitive 
The idealistic conception of permanence 

, 

. which all creatures, 
worl d beyond trn shadowy physical existence is one J.11 

anding and love. The 
serpent and man, live in mutual sympathy, underSt ' 

p. 52. 
f Al.aster (Kent, Ohio, 1954), 1William Hilde brand, ~A...!S~t~u~d.._Y..,;.0:::::-..;;=--



nllBt offers no solution of xactly how this is t 
r - o be accomplished in 

en Mab' 9 ~- Utopian descri pt ion of universal harmo 
rr:r • However, in 

Afl'IAt heU.S Unbound, one finds consolation. ~ ~ ;;;...._.-...,,. Even though change in the 

56 

......... !ln world is inevitable, so long as man cultivates his .;,...,...~te 
11w-- .... ..,. capacity 

for noentleness, Virtue, Wisdom, and Endurance"--the genuine power of 

love --life, s impermanence can be more easily endured. Th :us, with the 

force of love am. the power of the intuitive imagination, man can 

achieve a kind of 11eternity11 within the cycle of time. Shelley seems to 

be saying that whether mankind ever achieves arry sort of relative 

condition of perfection is really not so important. What is truly signi

ficant is man I s unceasing attempt to grasp the genuine values of life-

crawling from the viper I s groveling state to reach for 11tbe snake-like 

Doom" of the Titan's regeneration. 
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